Diggers Forum
Committee Meeting Agenda
Saturday 26th November 2016
Location: The Parcel Yard- Pub (and restaurant) at Kings Cross Station
Meeting Start at 12pm (Noon) to 2pm (ish) - Drinks afterwards

Item 1: Introductions
- Welcome to new member
- Any Apologies

Item 2: Conference 2017
- Who, what and how we will be involved.
- Will there be any presentations or specific workshops?

Item 3: Overhaul of Newsletter
- Ideas session
- The format of the newsletter?
- What goes into the newsletter?
- Social media, its uses, benefits and limitations for communication between the DF committee and the membership

Item 4: What is next after PCIfA training into policy
- Is the policy working? Are ROs actually implementing the policy?
- What is the evidence that ROs are compliance with the new policy? Is it enforceable?

Item 5: Bullying and Mental Health issues
- Is there a ClfA policy? If not how can we help to develop a policy? Cross working with other ClfA forums?
- Is one particular group (such as LTGB community) or foreign workers more at risk?
- What actions can employers take? What can DF do to help? Harassment?

Item 6: Brexit and the impact upon the profession
- ClfA survey update (Kevin Wooldridge).
- What impacts might their be upon students studying in UK; EU nationals working in the UK; workers rights, withdrawals of maternity/paternity rights and H&S legislation.
- What will become of Environmental laws and the likelihood of their post-Brexit protection.

Item 7: Changes to CSCS Cards and what to apply for
- Paul R to give a statement/roundup of discussions from the committee on facebook.

Item 8: COPA/super units, Hs2 and Heathrow 3rd Runway
- DF Statement?
• PR to give a statement on processes and procedures and likely workload, and the implications for potential pay rises. HS2 and its implications.

**Item 8: AOB**

• Anything else?